
1)  

2)  

3)  

UGC NET 2021 Tribal N Religion Language Lit

Topic:‐ 70TribalLL_A

The literal meaning of ‘Ho’ is

(1) Sing Bonga                   (2) Sarna

(3) Prakriti                         (4) Manushya

[Question ID = 1604][Question Description = Q01_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6413]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6414]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6415]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6416]

Who amongst the following is the author of the book Aadivasi Sangharshgaatha?

(1) Vinod Kumar   (2) Dr. Bhuvaneshwar Anuj
(3) Dr. Ramdayal Munda   (4) Dr. Hari Oraon

[Question ID = 1605][Question Description = Q02_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6417]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6418]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6419]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6420]

What do the Mundas call Nagpuri, (which is an Aryan language)?

(1) Sadani                    (2) Ganwari

(3) Sadri                      (4) Dikku‐Kaji

[Question ID = 1606][Question Description = Q03_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1



4)  

5)  

6)  

[Option ID = 6421]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6422]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6423]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6424]

Who amongst the following has written the book “Sadani folklore stories"?

(1) Rev. Father Peter Shanti Navrangi                  (2) Rev. Father Bouckhout

(3) Dhani Ram Bakshi                                         (4) Dr. Nirmal Minj

[Question ID = 1607][Question Description = Q04_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6425]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6426]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6427]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6428]

Who is the author of the book ‘Lok Sahitya Ki Bhumika’?

(1) Dr. Krishnadev Upadhyay          (2) Dr. Ramdayal Munda

(3) Dr. Bholanath Tiwari                 (4) Dr. Bhuvaneshwar Anuj

[Question ID = 1608][Question Description = Q05_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6429]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6430]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6431]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6432]

How many genders do you find in the Kudukh language?

(1)        02                                                              (2)     04

(3)        05                                                              (4)     03

[Question ID = 1609][Question Description = Q06_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6433]
2. 2



7)  

8)  

9)  

[Option ID = 6434]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6435]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6436]

Choose the correct option for the word formation of ‘Kurmali’?

(1)        Kurma + Aali                                           (2)     Kurmaa + li

(3)        Kura + Mali                                             (4)     Ku + Ramaali

[Question ID = 1610][Question Description = Q07_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6437]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6438]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6439]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6440]

Who has written “Boeel Uthalak Maati”?

(1)        Dr. Giridhari Ram Gaunjho                     (2)     Dr. Umeshnand Tiwari

(3)        Dr. Mushtaq Ahmed                               (4)     Dr. Khalique Ahmed

[Question ID = 1611][Question Description = Q08_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6441]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6442]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6443]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6444]

Who wrote English Grammar : A Study (1967), in  Kuramaali?

(1)        Narottamaa Singh                                  (2)     Dr. Maan Singh Mahto

(3)        Dr. Hardev Narayan Singh                       (4)     Nandkishore Singh

[Question ID = 1612][Question Description = Q09_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6445]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6446]



10)  

11)  

12)  

3. 3

[Option ID = 6447]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6448]

Who has written the “Grammar of the Kol language” in “Ho”?

(1)        P.O. Boding                                             (2)     J.B. Hoffman

(3)        Billkinson                                                (4)     A. Notrot

[Question ID = 1613][Question Description = Q10_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6449]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6450]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6451]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6452]

What is Lujhari?

(1) Folk Dance   (2) Folk Drama

(3) Folk Song     (4) Folk Song and Dance

[Question ID = 1614][Question Description = Q11_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6453]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6454]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6455]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6456]

Which “waad” did Jai Shankar Prasad belong to?

(1) Rahasyawaad   (2) Chhayawaad

(3) Pragatiwaad     (4) Prayogwaad

[Question ID = 1615][Question Description = Q12_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6457]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6458]
3. 3



13)  

14)  

15)  

[Option ID = 6459]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6460]

Who has written Khoratha Geeton Ka Sanskritic Adhyayan?

(1) Dr. Vinod Kumar        (2) Dr. Chaturbhuj Sahu

(3) Dr. Khalique Ahmad   (4) Dr. Hari Uraon

[Question ID = 1616][Question Description = Q13_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6461]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6462]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6463]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6464]

Which of the following Indian literary texts is the earliest known work?

(1) Puranas        (2) Rig Veda

(3) Sama Veda   (4) Rajtarangini

[Question ID = 1617][Question Description = Q14_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6465]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6466]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6467]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6468]

Who wrote Samajik Sarjuit Nesain?

(1) Girdhari Goswami    (2) Sriniwas Panuri

(3) A. K. Jha                 (4) Viswanath Dasondhi Raj

[Question ID = 1618][Question Description = Q15_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6469]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6470]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6471]
4. 4



16)  

17)  

18)  

[Option ID = 6472]

Who is the author of Gaidik Bhinu Bhinu Dheir?

(1) Karamchand Ahir    (2) Chandramohan Mahto

(3) Dinbandhu Mahto   (4) Santosh Sahu 'Preetam'

[Question ID = 1619][Question Description = Q16_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6473]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6474]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6475]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6476]

Who wrote Santali Parsi Unurum?

(1) Dr. K.C. Tudu    (2) Raghunath Murmu

(3) Shishir Tudu     (4) Digambar Hansda

[Question ID = 1620][Question Description = Q17_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6477]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6478]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6479]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6480]

Who is the author of ‘Namhai Edpa’?

(1) Dr. Nirmal Minz    (2) Prof. Indrajit Oraon

(3) Gopal Oraon        (4) Justin Kumar Ekka

[Question ID = 1621][Question Description = Q18_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6481]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6482]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6483]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6484]



19)  

20)  

21)  

Which language has Yogendranath Tiwari contributed to?

(1) Hindi        (2) Kurmali

(3) Nagpuri    (4) Khortha

[Question ID = 1622][Question Description = Q19_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6485]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6486]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6487]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6488]

What is the Sohrai festival related to

(1) Lighting of Diyas    (2) Cattle Worship

(3) New Harvest          (4) End of rains

[Question ID = 1623][Question Description = Q20_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6489]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6490]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6491]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6492]

Which tribe worships the “Jaher era”?

(1) Santhali   (2) Pahadia

(3) Baiga       (4) Mahali

[Question ID = 1624][Question Description = Q21_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6493]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6494]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6495]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6496]



22)  

23)  

24)  

Patanjali’s great commentary (Mahabhasya) distinguishes between three types of words,
____________ which of the following options is not referred to or discussed.

(1)        Jatisabda                                                  (2)     Gunasabda

(3)        Kriyasabda                                              (4)     Vedasabda

[Question ID = 1625][Question Description = Q22_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6497]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6498]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6499]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6500]

Who wrote the short story “Jori Jori re Ghato”?

(1) Rose Kerketta     (2) Julius Baa

(3) Mary Soreng       (4) Joakim Dungdung

[Question ID = 1626][Question Description = Q23_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6501]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6502]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6503]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6504]

Who is the author of the “Treatise on sentences and words” (Vakyapadiya)?

(1) Panini         (2) Bharata Muni

(3) Shankara    (4) Bhatrihari

[Question ID = 1627][Question Description = Q24_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6505]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6506]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6507]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6508]



25)  

26)  

27)  

28)  

Patanjali said : “Since word, meaning, and their relation are established”, what does "word" mean here

(1) form       (2) content

(3) syllable   (4) description

[Question ID = 1628][Question Description = Q25_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6509]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6510]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6511]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6512]

When did the “Kol Rebellion” under the leadership of Veer Buddhu Bhagat take place?

(1) 1820–21   (2) 1831–32

(3) 1857–58   (4) 1871–72

[Question ID = 1629][Question Description = Q26_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6513]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6514]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6515]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6516]

When did the United Nations declare the International Decade of the World’s Indigenous people?

(1) 1957–1966   (2) 1989–1998

(3) 1992–2001   (4) 1995–2004

[Question ID = 1630][Question Description = Q27_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6517]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6518]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6519]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6520]

Which British Officer wanted to capture Nilamber–Pitamber?

(1) Major Cutter   (2) Col. Dalton



29)  

30)  

31)  

(3) Robert Clive   (4) Warren Hastings

[Question ID = 1631][Question Description = Q28_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6521]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6522]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6523]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6524]

What type of drama is an “Ekanki”?

(1) of a single situation                  (2) of an incident

(3) of an emotional expression       (4) all of the above

[Question ID = 1632][Question Description = Q29_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6525]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6526]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6527]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6528]

Which tribes live in Chotanagpur?

(1) Oraons, Mundas, Kharias   (2) Mundas, Santals, Hos

(3) Kharias, Juangs, Asurs      (4) Asurs, Juangs, Oraons

[Question ID = 1633][Question Description = Q30_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6529]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6530]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6531]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6532]

Who received the Param Vir Chakra Posthumously?

(1) Tilka Manjhi             (2) Telanga Kharia

(3) Pandey Ganpat Rai   (4) Albert Ekka



32)  

33)  

34)  

[Question ID = 1634][Question Description = Q31_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6533]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6534]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6535]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6536]

What was the Birsaite movement against?

(1) Against the Chotanagpur Tenancy Act   (2) Against the farmers

(3) Against the “dikus”                              (4) Against the British

[Question ID = 1635][Question Description = Q32_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6537]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6538]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6539]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6540]

What is “angnai”?

(1) Song and dance performed in the village courtyards   (2) Song sung at a funeral/gami

(3) Seasonal song                                                         (4) A curse

[Question ID = 1636][Question Description = Q33_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6541]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6542]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6543]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6544]

What does “autochthone” mean?

(1) to exist as a refugee           (2) to exist as an internally displaced person

(3) to exist as a foreigner         (4) to exist as a native



35)  

36)  

37)  

[Question ID = 1637][Question Description = Q34_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6545]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6546]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6547]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6548]

The 2nd official language of which state is Odia?

(1) Odisa           (2) Jharkhand

(3) Bengal          (4) Assam

[Question ID = 1638][Question Description = Q35_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6549]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6550]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6551]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6552]

What is the answer to this riddle?

“As one takes this baby in their arms, it creates a din;

but when one lays it down, it keeps quiet”. What is it?

(1) A human being    (2) A Drum

(3) A Hookah            (4) (4) Eyes

[Question ID = 1639][Question Description = Q36_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6553]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6554]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6555]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6556]

Which of the following do not belong to the Nag‐Aryan linguistic group?

(1) Nagpuri          (2) Kurmali

(3) Asur               (4) Panchpargania



38)  

39)  

40)  

[Question ID = 1640][Question Description = Q37_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6557]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6558]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6559]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6560]

Which of the following do not belong to the Dravidian linguistic group?

(1) Malto   (2) Khendro

(3) Kisan   (4) Kharia

[Question ID = 1641][Question Description = Q38_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6561]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6562]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6563]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6564]

Which flower is a very important element of the “karam” festival?

(1) Rose           (2) Jawa flower/Barley Shoot

(3) Mariegold    (4) Mustard flowers

[Question ID = 1642][Question Description = Q39_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6565]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6566]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6567]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6568]

“Dali–Dhiba” has been translated into English as

(1) Alimony                    (2) Dowry

(3) Maintenance Money   (4) Bride Price

[Question ID = 1643][Question Description = Q40_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1



41)  

42)  

[Option ID = 6569]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6570]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6571]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6572]

According to Jagadish Trigunaayat:

(A) In order to understand the emotions in Munda songs, it is necessary to understand the meaning of the various
components of nature.

(B) Munda songs are devoid of similes from nature.

(C) How can a Munda singer forget the immortal revolutionary and guiding leader Birsa Bhagwan.

(D) In a few songs, Munda singers have not paid tribute to the memory of the father of the nation.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (B) and (D) only  

(2) (A) and (C) only

(3) (C) and (D) only  

(4) (A) and (B) only

[Question ID = 1644][Question Description = Q41_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6573]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6574]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6575]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6576]

According to Jagadish Trigunaayat :

(A) Festivals are not an important part of the deprived and miserable Mundas.

(B) The joyful aspects of their lives are echoed in their songs.

(C) The songs are a vivid description of the poverty, the hunger, bad weather/cold weather and other difficult situations
they are faced with.

(D) The sentiments and emotions of love and affection do not find expression in munda songs.

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below :

(1) (B) and (C) only  



43)  

(2) (A) and (B) only

(3) (C) and (D) only  

(4) (A) and (C) only

[Question ID = 1645][Question Description = Q42_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6577]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6578]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6579]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6580]

According to Dr. B. Veerottam :

(A) Before the arrival of the Uraons, the Mundas were the dominant tribe in Chotanagpur.

(B) Munda people (both men and women) are not fond of jewellery and ornaments.

(C) The members of the same Kelee (Gotra) do not consider themselves to be the descendants of a common ancestor.

(D) The Munda tribe was divided into two branches – Mahali Munda and Kompat Munda

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (B) and (D) only  

(2) (A) and (C) only

(3) (C) and (D) only  

(4) (A) and (D) only

 



44)  

45)  

[Question ID = 1646][Question Description = Q43_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6581]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6582]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6583]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6584]

According to Dr. Krishnadev Upadhyaya :

(A) ‘GARBA’ is a very famous folk dance from Gujarat which, is a beautiful synchronisation between lyrics and music.

(B) ‘GHORA’ is a popular dance in Assam.

(C) A folk dance called ‘MAANCH’ is famous in Malwa.

(D) ‘BHANGRA’ is performed in Jharkhand.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A) and (C) only  

(2) (C) and (B) only

(3) (D) and (B) only  

(4) (C) and (D) only

 

[Question ID = 1647][Question Description = Q44_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6585]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6586]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6587]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6588]

According to Dr. Chaturbhuj Sahu :

(A) There are no folk songs that deal with the pain of separation of siblings, their happiness and sorrows, of a girl’s
attachment and love for her maternal home, etc.



46)  

(B) There are a number of folk songs that celebrate the platonic love between brothers and sisters.

(C) Planting of saplings in the fields is symbolic of karma and protecting plants is symbolic of preserving the environment.

(D) The planted seeds sprout after four ‐ five days and grow up to three to four feet.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (B) and (D) only  

(2) (A) and (B) only

(3) (B) and (C) only  

(4) (C) and (D) only

 

[Question ID = 1648][Question Description = Q45_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6589]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6590]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6591]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6592]

According to Jagadish Trigunaayat :

(A) In order to educate society, all literature should be composed in the language of the masses.

(B) Educationists from around the world are accepting that young children should be taught in their mother tongue.

(C) Educationists of the world agree that the education of young children should not be through their mother tongue.

(D) Less talented singers could find it difficult to recollect forgotten verses of songs.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A) and (B) only  

(2) (C) and (D) only

(3) (A) and (C) only  

(4) (B) and (D) only

 



47)  

[Question ID = 1649][Question Description = Q46_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6593]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6594]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6595]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6596]

According to Dr. Chandrakant Verma:

(A) Families do not provide their members with mental security and contentment.

(B) Administrative duties in tribal societies are carried out by a headman (mukhiya).

(C) Since the family is the basic yet significant unit of society, the family has many important roles to play.

(D) The family is an educational institution where the child is not taught the first lessons of citizenship.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A) and (C) only  

(2) (C) and (D) only

(3) (B) and (C) only  

(4) (A) and (B) only

 

[Question ID = 1650][Question Description = Q47_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6597]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6598]
3. 3



48)  

49)  

[Option ID = 6599]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6600]

  According to Dr. Chandrakant Verma :

  (A)       If a member of the same gotra falls ill, the other gotra members will arrange for his care and treatment, etc.          
             

  (B)       It is easy to control the members of a gotra because all members do not know one another closely and personally.

  (C)       The composition of a tribal organisation is such that rules of the gotra are followed.

  (D)       The Head of the gotra does not follow the policy decisions and regulations for his community.

  Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

  (1)        (A) and (B) only                                      

  (2)        (B) and (C) only

  (3)        (C) and (D) only                                      

  (4)       (A) and (C) only

[Question ID = 1651][Question Description = Q48_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6601]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6602]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6603]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6604]

According to Dr. V.N. Dinesh :

(A) If a pregnant woman or a young child dies, their bodies are buried in Sasan (hadgadi).

(B) Mundas belonging to one gotra do not use the hadgadi of Mundas belonging to another gotra.

(C) Among the Mundas, both men and women participate in the funeral procession. 

(D) Mundas do not follow the custom of inviting dead spirits to their homes.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A) and (C) only  

(2) (C) and (D) only

(3) (B) and (D) only  
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(4) (B) and (C) only

 

[Question ID = 1652][Question Description = Q49_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6605]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6606]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6607]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6608]

According to Dr. Chandrakant Verma :

(A) Stated briefly social anthropology does not include a comparative study of human society.

(B) At the level of specialisation and interpretation, society and culture are two different concepts.

(C) Early anthropological studies did not lay much emphasis on social organisations.

(D) Not only do human beings have a society, even animals, birds, insects and worms have societies of their own.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (B) and (D) only  

(2) (A) and (C) only

(3) (C) and (D) only  

(4) (A) and (B) only

 



51)  

52)  

[Question ID = 1653][Question Description = Q50_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6609]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6610]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6611]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6612]

According to Dr. Krishnadev Upadhyay :

(A) There is no major difference between ancient folktales and modern stories.

(B) Folk tales are mostly written in prose, but poetry is used in between the prose as well.

(C) Ancient anecdotes about Pururva, Urvashi, Vishwamitra, about rivers, Yama and Yami are not to be found in the Vedas.

(D) Folk tales are written in a simple, straight forward style in short sentences.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A) and (D) only  

(2) (B) and (D) only

(3) (B) and (C) only  

(4) (D) and (C) only

 

[Question ID = 1654][Question Description = Q51_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6613]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6614]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6615]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6616]

According to Vinod Kumar :

(A) Many villages located in the north‐east of Khunti were changed from the Khutkhatti village to the General Revenue
Villages category.

(B) The entire paragana of Siri, covered by forests, has been the home of the simple Mundas and Kols.
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(C) The Commissioner has observed that it being a Khutkhatti village, there may be majhihas land over there.

(D) The Khutkhatti status of the entire Paragana was deliberately not cancelled, nor was it declared a general area. 

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (B) and (C) only  

(2) (A) and (C) only

(3) (C) and (D) only  

(4) (A) and (B) only

 

[Question ID = 1655][Question Description = Q52_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6617]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6618]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6619]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6620]

According to Dr. Aditya Prasad Sinha :

(A) According to tribal folk belief their God Bonga, Goddess Era and the Spirit (Roa or Mua) resides in nature.

(B) In the stone age, human being may have lived in huts.

(C) One baudi equals ten kupas but ten baudis do not equal one tree.

(D) Tree plantation is not permitted from a religious point of view.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A) and (B) only  

(2) (C) and (A) only

(3) (B) and (C) only  

(4) (D) and (B) only
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[Question ID = 1656][Question Description = Q53_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6621]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6622]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6623]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6624]

According to Dr. Sushil Kerketta:

(A) All societies have rules that govern them.

(B) Society functions on the basis of social mores and customs.

(C) There may be many communities in a society.

(D) A society needs a prescribed space (land /area).

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A) and (B) only  

(2) (D) and (C) only

(3) (A) and (C) only  

(4) (D) and (A) only

 

[Question ID = 1657][Question Description = Q54_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6625]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6626]
3. 3
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[Option ID = 6627]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6628]

According to Giddings :

(A) Society itself is a union, organisation and the sum total of formal relations wherein colleagues are mutually bound to
each other.

(B) According to Shyuter ‐ society is reflects the complexities of multiple connections and relationships between two or
more members of a group.

(C) Society is a union of illiterate people wherein mutual relations are established.

(D) Society is a product of a mental process which results in the commencement of external acts.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A) and (B) only  

(2) (B) and (C) only

(3) (C) and (D) only  

(4) (D) and (A) only

 

[Question ID = 1658][Question Description = Q55_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6629]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6630]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6631]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6632]

What is life?

(A) Sat, chit and anand are the three gunas of nature.

(B) Knowledge does not lead the development of science and philosophy.

(C) Life is fulfilled by desire, action and knowledge.

(D) Nature and Science have a close relationship with life.

(E) Digression implies enjoying the pleasures of life.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (B) and (C) only  

(2) (A), (C) and (D) only

(3) (A), (C) and (E) only  
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(4) (B), (D) and (E) only

 

[Question ID = 1659][Question Description = Q56_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6633]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6634]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6635]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6636]

What is art?

(A) Art is a creation of human culture.

(B) Art does not provide mental pleasure.

(C) Art has two forms – utility art and fine arts.

(D) Human beings are not the creators of art.

(E) Both arts have developed simultaneously.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (B) and (C) only  

(2) (B), (C) and (D) only

(3) (C), (D) and (E) only  

(4) (A), (C) and (E) only

 



58)  

59)  

[Question ID = 1660][Question Description = Q57_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6637]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6638]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6639]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6640]

According to Dr. V. N. Dinesh:

(A) The Hadgadi (Sasandiri) of a Munda will always be located in his/ her native village. 

(B) The Munda women of the Tamad area, participate in the funeral processions of their dead. 

(C) It is not very common amongst the Mundas to cremate the dead.

(D) Mundas belonging to one gotra use the hadgadi of Mundas belonging to another gotra.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (C) and (D) only  

(2) (A) and (C) only

(3) (B) and (C) only  

(4) (A) and (D) only

 

[Question ID = 1661][Question Description = Q58_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6641]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6642]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6643]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6644]

What are the characteristics of folk songs?
(A) Folk songs are related to the vicissitudes of folk life.
(B) Folk songs express the emotions of life.
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(C) Folk songs do not express the emotions of life.
(D) Folk songs express the vicissitudes of life.
(E) Folk songs are not solo or group songs.
Choose the correct answer from the options given below :
(1) (A), (B) and (D) only   (2) (B), (C) and (E) only
(3) (B), (D) and (E) only   (4) (C), (D) and (E) only

[Question ID = 1662][Question Description = Q59_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1 [Option ID = 6645]
2. 2 [Option ID = 6646]
3. 3 [Option ID = 6647]
4. 4 [Option ID = 6648]

Which are the different genres of literature?

(A) Literature necessitates specific genres.

(B) Civilised literature is classified into two genres – prose and poetry.

(C) Apart from prose – poetry, folk literature includes various other genres.

(D) Literature does not include folk elements.

(E) Literature includes only the story element or the plot.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (B) and (D) only  

(2) (A), (B) and (C) only

(3) (B), (C) and (D) only  

(4) (C), (D) and (E) only

 



61)  

[Question ID = 1663][Question Description = Q60_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6649]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6650]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6651]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6652]

Which are the major trends in Chhayavad?

(A) Sense of Aesthetics

(B) Sense of Love

(C) Sense of Hopelessness

(D) Sense of Mystery

(E) Sense of Suspicion

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (D), (E) only  

(2) (A), (B), (D) only

(3) (B), (C), (D) only  

(4) (C), (D), (E) only

 

[Question ID = 1664][Question Description = Q61_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6653]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6654]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6655]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6656]



62)  

63)  

What are the characteristics of the Paika dance in tribal society?

(A) The Paika dance is unparalleled as a dance for special occasions, festivals, celebrations and for welcoming of the
marriage party, among the  various dances of Jharkhand.

(B) In Sadan society, the Paika dance is the most attractive, exciting, energetic, interesting, heroic dance which is devoid
of lyrics.

(C) The sound of drums and other instruments is mellow.

(D) Paika is a male dominated dance.

(E) Women dance wearing colourful Saris and ghungroos/ bells around their ankles.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (B), (C) only  

(2) (B), (C), (D) only

(3) (A), (B), (D) only  

(4) (C), (D), (E) only

 

[Question ID = 1665][Question Description = Q62_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6657]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6658]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6659]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6660]

What is the status of women in Santhal Society according to Dr. Doman Saha Sameer?

(A) Women have an equal status in Santhali society.

(B) They are not usually faced with hatred or humiliation.

(C) A Santhal woman are  not able advisors and competent assistants to their husbands.

(D) One does not need to pay the bride price for a Santhali woman.

(E) After marriage, a Santhali woman is considered to be the husband’s property.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (B), (E) only  
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(2) (B), (C), (D) only

(3) (D), (B), (E) only  

(4) (C), (D), (E) only

 

[Question ID = 1666][Question Description = Q63_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6661]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6662]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6663]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6664]

Which among the following are sub‐Vedas (Upveda)?

(A) Ayur Veda

(B) Gandharva Veda

(C) Dhanur Veda

(D) Philosophy

(E) Ethics

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (D), (E) only  

(2) (C), (B), (D) only

(3) (B), (C), (E) only  

(4) (A), (B), (C) only
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[Question ID = 1667][Question Description = Q64_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6665]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6666]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6667]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6668]

Which are the different types of Angnai dance among the Nagpuris?

(A) Asaari dance

(B) Khemta dance

(C) Lujhari dance

(D) Khaddi Lujhari dance

(E) Thadia

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (D), (E) only  

(2) (B), (C), (E) only

(3) (C), (D), (E) only  

(4) (A), (B), (C) only

 

[Question ID = 1668][Question Description = Q65_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6669]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6670]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6671]
4. 4



66)  

67)  

[Option ID = 6672]

Match List I with List II :

          List I           List II

          Poets           Poems

(A)    Nunku Soren (I)      "Baha Sereng"

(B)    Manindra Hansda (II)    "Karam Sereng"

(C)    W.G. Archer (III)   "Devi Dasain Sereng"

(D)    Balaram Tudu (IV)   "Horh Sereng"

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(I)

(2) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(IV)

(3) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(II)

(4) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(III)

 

 

[Question ID = 1669][Question Description = Q66_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6673]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6674]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6675]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6676]

Match List I with List II :

          List I           List II

          Names           Meanings

(A)    Nirguna Brahman (I)      One God or Ishwara

(B)    Dharma
(II)    God, without beginning or end,
without form/shape

(C)    Sahaguna (III)   Competent Being

(D)    Singbonga (IV)   Supreme Being
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Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(IV)

(2) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(IV)

(3) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(II)

(4) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(II)

 

 

[Question ID = 1670][Question Description = Q67_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6677]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6678]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6679]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6680]

Match List I with List II :

          List I           List II

          Form/Book           Content

(A)    Rig Veda
(I)      A collection of spells and
charons

(B)    Som Veda
(II)    A collection of songs mostly taken
from Rig Veda

(C)    Yajur Veda (III)   A collection of sacrificial formulae

(D)    Atharva Veda (IV)   A collection of Hymns

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(III)

(2) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(IV)

(3) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(I)

(4) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(II)
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[Question ID = 1671][Question Description = Q68_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6681]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6682]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6683]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6684]

Match List I with List II :

          List I           List II

          Gods           Consorts

(A)    Shiva (I)      Sita

(B)    Vishnu (II)    Parvati

(C)    Krishna (III)   Lakshmi

(D)    Rama (IV)   Radha

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(IV)

(2) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(III)

(3) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(II)

(4) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(I)
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[Question ID = 1672][Question Description = Q69_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6685]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6686]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6687]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6688]

Match List I with List II :

          List I           List II

          Dances and Songs           Seasons

(A)    Fagun (I)      Asad (June)

(B)    Khaddi (II)    Chait (March)

(C)    Ropa (III)   Falgun (February)

(D)    Asari (IV)   Sawan‐Bhado (July‐August)

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(IV)

(2) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(III)

(3) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(I)

(4) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(II)

 

 

[Question ID = 1673][Question Description = Q70_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6689]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6690]
3. 3
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[Option ID = 6691]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6692]

Match List I with List II :

          List I           List II

          Names           Authors

(A)    Ojoy Gada Dhiphre (I)      Doman Hansdak

(B)    Ato Orak (II)    Chandra Mohan Hansda

(C)    Manu Mati (III)   R. Karstiars

(D)    Harmawak Ato (IV)   Nathenial Murmu

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(IV)

(2) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(III)

(3) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(I)

(4) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(II)

 

 

[Question ID = 1674][Question Description = Q71_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6693]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6694]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6695]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6696]

Match the following Plays with their respective Play Wrights :

          List I           List II

          Plays           Play Wrights

(A)    Thakur Vishwanath Shahi (I)      Peter Shanti Navarangi

(B)    Sanjeevak Barad Aur Pinglak
Singh

(II)    Dr. V.P. Keshari
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(C)    Andhvishwas (III)   Dr. Giridhari Ram Gounjhu

(D)    Akhara Ninday Gelak (IV)   Teen Kondi Sahu

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(III)

(2) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(III)

(3) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(II)

(4) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(IV)

 

 

[Question ID = 1675][Question Description = Q72_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6697]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6698]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6699]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6700]

Match the following story titles with their authors :

          List I           List II

          Books           Authors

(A)    "Kaanti" (I)      Suresh Chandra Rai

(B)    "Raddi Kajaz" (II)    Dr. V. P. Keshari

(C)    "Chandru" (III)   Sahani Upendrapal Nahan

(D)    "Sahiya Maainy" (IV)   Praful Kumar Rai

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(III)

(2) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(III)

(3) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(III)

(4) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(II)
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[Question ID = 1676][Question Description = Q73_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6701]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6702]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6703]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6704]

Match List I with List II :

          List I           List II

          Tribes           Their Gods

(A)    Oraon (I)      Ponimosoor

(B)    Munda (II)    Singi Bonga

(C)    Ho (III)   Dharme

(D)    Khadiya (IV)   Sing Bonga

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(I)

(2) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(I)

(3) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(IV)

(4) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(II)

 

 



75)  

[Question ID = 1677][Question Description = Q74_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6705]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6706]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6707]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6708]

  According to Jagadish Trigunayat :

  (A)       It is not necessary to collect and publish the entire body of oral literature to be found in the Munda language.  

  (B)       Song, stories, proverbs, riddles, social and religious ceremonies and rituals, etc., all need to be collected.

  (C)       Educationists all over the world are accepting that children should be taught in their mother tongue.

  (D)       People generally do not pay attention to folk literature and folklore.

  Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below :

  (1)        (C) and (D) only                                      

  (2)        (A) and (C) only

  (3)        (A) and (B) only                                      

  (4)       (B) and (C) only                                       

[Question ID = 1678][Question Description = Q75_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6709]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6710]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6711]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6712]



76)  

77)  

What is the correct chronological order of the following literary eras?

(A) Bhartendu era

(B) Dwivedi era

(C) Prayogwadi era

(D) Chayawadi era

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (B), (D), (C) 

(2) (B), (C), (D), (A)

(3) (C), (D), (B), (A) 

(4) (D), (A), (C), (B)

 

[Question ID = 1679][Question Description = Q76_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6713]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6714]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6715]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6716]

What is the correct chronological order of the following poets?

(A) Kabeer Das

(B) Bihari Lal

(C) Bhartendu Harishchandra

(D) Jai Shankar Prasad

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (C), (B), (D) 

(2) (A), (B), (C), (D)

(3) (B), (C), (D), (A) 

(4) (C), (A), (B), (D)

 



78)  

[Question ID = 1680][Question Description = Q77_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6717]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6718]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6719]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6720]

What is the correct order of categorisation of Hindi literature according to Acharya Shukla?

(A) Modern period (Veergatha Kaal 1050–1375)

(B) Post medieval (Riti Kaal 1700–1900)

(C) Pre medieval (Bhakti Kaal 1375–1700)

(D) Modern Period (Gadya Kaal 1900–1984)

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (D), (C), (B) 

(2) (B), (C), (D), (A)

(3) (C), (D), (B), (A) 

(4) (A), (C), (B), (D)

 



79)  

80)  

[Question ID = 1681][Question Description = Q78_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6721]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6722]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6723]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6724]

What according to Hindi Sahitya Ka Vrahat Itihaas is the correct order of the development of history writing?

(A) Nirgun Bhakti

(B) Sagun Bhakti

(C) Ritibaddha

(D) Ritimukta

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (B), (C), (D) 

(2) (D), (C), (B), (A)

(3) (B), (A), (C), (D) 

(4) (C), (D), (B), (A)

 

[Question ID = 1682][Question Description = Q79_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6725]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6726]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6727]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6728]

What is the chronology of Sadani folk dances?

(A) Pahil Sanjha

(B) Jhingfulia

(C) Adharatiya

(D) Bhinsariya

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :



81)  

(1) (A), (C), (B), (D) 

(2) (B), (A), (D), (C)

(3) (B), (A), (C), (D) 

(4) (C), (B), (D), (A)

 

[Question ID = 1683][Question Description = Q80_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6729]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6730]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6731]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6732]

What is the correct order of the martyrs of Jharkhand in terms of their year of birth?

(A) Tilka Manjhi
(B) Veer Telanga Khariya
(C) Budhu Bhagat
(D) Thakur Vishwanath Shahdev

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :
(1) (B), (A), (D), (C)   (2) (A), (C), (B), (D)
(3) (C), (B), (D), (A)   (4) (D), (C), (A), (B)



82)  

83)  

[Question ID = 1684][Question Description = Q81_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6733]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6734]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6735]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6736]

What is the order of publication of the following Kurmaali books written by Dr. Hardev Narayan Singh ?

(A) Kurmaali Nibandh

(B) Mahipaal

(C) Ehe Dahre

(D) Kurmaali Lok Kathaou Ki Kathanak Rudhiyan: Ek Anusheelan

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (C), (D), (B) 

(2) (B), (D), (A), (C)

(3) (C), (A), (B), (D) 

(4) (D), (C), (A), (B)

 

[Question ID = 1685][Question Description = Q82_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6737]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6738]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6739]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6740]

What is theorder of publication of the following books of Panchparganic Literature?

(A) Aadi Jhoomar Sangeet

(B) Vrihat Jhoomar Ras Manjari



(C) Baran Baran Phool

(D) Panch Paragania Nava Geet Aur Kavita

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (C), (B), (D) 

(2) (B), (A), (C), (D)

(3) (C), (B), (A), (D) 

(4) (D), (A), (B), (C)

 

84)  

[Question ID = 1686][Question Description = Q83_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6741]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6742]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6743]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6744]

What is the correct chronological order of these ancient Khortha Poets?

(A) Rudra Singh

(B) Dalel Singh

(C) Bhuwaneshwardatt Sharma Vyakul

(D) Padin Das

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (B), (C), (D) 

(2) (C), (A), (D), (B)

(3) (B), (D), (A), (C) 

(4) (D), (A), (B), (C)

 



85)  

[Question ID = 1687][Question Description = Q84_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6745]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6746]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6747]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6748]

What is the correct chronological order of these ancient Nagpuri poets?

(A) Hanuman Singh

(B) Ghasi Ram

(C) Bahajoo Ram

(D) Mahantghasi

Choose the correct answer from the options given below :

(1) (A), (C), (D), (B) 

(2) (B), (D), (A), (C)

(3) (C), (B), (D), (A) 

(4) (D), (C), (A), (B)

 

[Question ID = 1688][Question Description = Q85_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6749]
2. 2



86)  

87)  

[Option ID = 6750]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6751]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6752]

Given below are two statements :

Statement I : TJharkhandi dance forms keep changing in accordance with the weather and the changing seasons.

Statement II : Dances are also organised on important occasions.

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below :

(1) Both Statement I and Statement II are correct 

(2) Both Statement I and Statement II are incorrect

(3) Statement I is correct but Statement II is incorrect 

(4) Statement I is incorrect but Statement II is correct

 

[Question ID = 1689][Question Description = Q86_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6753]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6754]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6755]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6756]

Given below are two statements :

Statement I : Literature is the treasure trove of knowledge.

Statement II : Non creation of human tendencies is Literature. 

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below :

(1) Both Statement I and Statement II are correct  

(2) Both Statement I and Statement II are incorrect

(3) Statement I is correct but Statement II is incorrect 

(4) Statement I is incorrect but Statement II is correct

 



88)  

[Question ID = 1690][Question Description = Q87_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6757]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6758]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6759]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6760]

Given below are two statements :

Statement I : Poetry is not the most important art form.

Statement II : Devoid of literature, music and arts, human beings are similar to animals.

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below :

(1) Both Statement I and Statement II are correct 

(2) Both Statement I and Statement II are incorrect

(3) Statement I is correct but Statement II is incorrect 

(4) Statement I is incorrect but Statement II is correct

[Question ID = 1691][Question Description = Q88_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6761]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6762]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6763]
4. 4



89)  

90)  

[Option ID = 6764]

Given below are two statements :

Statement I : Folk culture is material progress.

Statement II : Folk culture does not include societal rules, mores, customs, festivals and ceremonies.

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below :

(1) Both Statement I and Statement II are correct 

(2) Both Statement I and Statement II are incorrect

(3) Statement I is correct but Statement II is incorrect 

(4) Statement I is incorrect but Statement II is correct

 

[Question ID = 1692][Question Description = Q89_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6765]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6766]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6767]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6768]

Given below are two statements :

Statement I : Folk literature is the expression of a spontaneous and natural folk psyche. It is a part of the undocumented
oral tradition, passed down from one generation to another through word of mouth. Folk literature is generally anonymous
and belongs to a community.

Statement II : Folk literature is the literature of the non‐literates living in rural areas, in villages far away from urban
centres and towns. It is literature that has been adopted and adapted by the ‘folk’ since primitive times.

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below :

(1) Both Statement I and Statement II are correct 

(2) Both Statement I and Statement II are incorrect

(3) Statement I is correct but Statement II is incorrect 

(4) Statement I is incorrect but Statement II is correct

 



1)  

[Question ID = 1693][Question Description = Q90_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6769]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6770]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6771]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6772]

Topic:‐ 70TribalLL_B



2)  

  What is an appropriate title for this passage?

  (1)        Cultural consciousness                             (2)     Art and Culture

  (3)        Life Values                                              (4)     Society and Culture

[Question ID = 1694][Question Description = Q91_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6773]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6774]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6775]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6776]



3)  

  What is the main task of culture?
  (1) Transmit life‐values and symbols in terms of sentiments   (2) Systematise society
  (3) Provide a world view                                                     (4) Remove ignorance/ darkness
 

[Question ID = 1695][Question Description = Q92_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6777]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6778]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6779]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6780]



4)  

  Which among the following transmits reality and ideals to the common people?
  (1) Folk Ballad                         (2) Folklore
  (3) Song or Stories                  (4) Dance

[Question ID = 1696][Question Description = Q93_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6781]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6782]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6783]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6784]



5)  

Who is a trusted fellow traveller of Art?

(1)        Cultural consciousness                         (2)        Protection and development

(3)        World View                                          (4)        Common people

[Question ID = 1697][Question Description = Q94_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6785]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6786]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6787]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6788]



1)  

  What does the development of culture mean?

  (1)        Development of mankind                      (2)        Development of literature

  (3)        Development of society                        (4)        Development of art

 

[Question ID = 1698][Question Description = Q95_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6789]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6790]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6791]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6792]

Topic:‐ 70TribalLL_C



2)  

  What is an appropriate title for this passage?

  (1)        Origin of language                                   (2)     Role of languages

  (3)        Live languages                                        (4)     Language movement

[Question ID = 1699][Question Description = Q96_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6793]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6794]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6795]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6796]



3)  

  What is a great tool for social change?

  (1)        Language                                                 (2)     Quarrels

  (3)        Industry                                                   (4)     Agriculture

[Question ID = 1700][Question Description = Q97_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6797]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6798]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6799]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6800]

  Which institution has promoted the study of the languages and literatures of the Jharkhand region?



4)  

  (1)        Intellectual society                                (2)        Missionaries

  (3)        All Jharkhand Student Union                  (4)        Aadivaasi Sadaan Sangh

[Question ID = 1701][Question Description = Q98_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6801]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6802]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6803]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6804]

  During which period did the prestige of Hindi, Bengali and Marathi etc. languages escalate?

  (1)        Renaissance period                               (2)        Modern period



5)  

  (3)        During the National Movement               (4)        Ancient times

[Question ID = 1702][Question Description = Q99_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6805]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6806]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6807]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6808]

  When does the form and context of language change?

  (1)        During revolutions                                (2)        During religious movement



1)  

  (3)        During flood                                         (4)        During social movements

 

[Question ID = 1703][Question Description = Q100_TribalLL_SHAAN_SHAAN_20NOV_S1_Shift1]
1. 1

[Option ID = 6809]
2. 2

[Option ID = 6810]
3. 3

[Option ID = 6811]
4. 4

[Option ID = 6812]

Topic:‐ General Paper_Set1_A



2)  

What is the average number of male workforce in all the sectors put together? (rounded‐off to two decimal places)
(1) 6.39 lakhs   (2) 4.69 lakhs
(3) 5.96 lakhs   (4) 7.48 lakhs

[Question ID = 2007][Question Description = Q01_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8025]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8026]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8027]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8028]

The number of female workforce in SE and PR sectors put together is what percent of the number of male workforce in CM
sector?
(1) 330%    (2) 318%
(3) 320%     (4) 80%



3)  

4)  

[Question ID = 2008][Question Description = Q02_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8029]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8030]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8031]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8032]

The number of male workforce in SA and MA sectors put together is approximately what percent of the total number of
workforce in PT sector?
(1) 82%   (2) 87%
(3) 89%   (4) 85%

[Question ID = 2009][Question Description = Q03_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8033]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8034]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8035]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8036]



5)  

The difference in the number of female workforce in SA and MA sectors put together and the number of female workforce
in PT sector is :
(1) 5.1 lakhs   (2) 7.5 lakhs
(3) 5.7 lakhs   (4) 13.2 lakhs

[Question ID = 2010][Question Description = Q04_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8037]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8038]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8039]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8040]



1)  

What is the ratio of the number of female workforce in CM sector compared to the number of male workforce in PR and OT
sectors put together?
(1) 17 : 39   (2) 16 : 37
(3) 16 : 35   (4) 16 : 39

[Question ID = 2011][Question Description = Q05_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8041]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8042]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8043]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8044]

Topic:‐ General Paper_Set1_B

In which level of teaching, the main focus is laid on capturing and systematic presentation of ideas and information?
(1) Memory level        (2) Understanding level
(3) Reflective level     (4) Autonomous development level

[Question ID = 2012][Question Description = Q06_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1

[Option ID = 8045]
2. 2

[Option ID = 8046]
3. 3



2)  

3)  

[Option ID = 8047]
4. 4

[Option ID = 8048]

The following is a list of some basic teaching competencies identified through various researches on teaching. Which
among of them fall in the domain of behavioural competencies?
(A) Self efficacy
(B) Planning
(C) Locus of control
(D) Communicating
(E) Flexibility
Choose the correct answer from the options given below :
(1) (A) and (B)
(2) (B) and (C)
(3) (D) and (E)
(4) (B) and (D)

[Question ID = 2013][Question Description = Q07_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1

[Option ID = 8049]
2. 2

[Option ID = 8050]
3. 3

[Option ID = 8051]
4. 4

[Option ID = 8052]

Match List I with List II
. List I gives the methods of teaching in Institutions of higher learning while List II provides the techniques of increasing
effectiveness of the method.
List I   List II
Methods of teaching Techniques for increasing effectiveness
(A) Face to face interactive method   (I) Using Swayam and Moocs
(B) Open and distance learning method   (II) Programmed instructional packages
(C) Individualized method of teaching   (III) Modular instructional material
(D) Online methods of teaching   (IV) Reflective questions coupled with discussion
Choose the correct answer from the option given below :
(1) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(IV)
(2) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(II) 
(3) (A)‐(IV), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(I) 
(4) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(IV), (D)‐(III) 



4)  

5)  

[Question ID = 2014][Question Description = Q08_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8053]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8054]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8055]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8056]

Given below are two statements
Statement (I) : Achievement and aptitude tests are designed to assess the upper limits of the examinees’ knowledge and
abilities.
Statement (II) : Objective personality tests and projective personality tests are designed to measure the typical behaviour
and characteristics of examinees. 
In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(1) Both Statement (I) and Statement (II) are correct
(2) Both Statement (I) and Statement (II) are incorrect
(3) Statement (I) is correct but Statement (II) is incorrect
(4) Statement (I) is incorrect but Statement (II) is correct

[Question ID = 2015][Question Description = Q09_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8057]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8058]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8059]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8060]

Given below are two statements : One is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other is labelled as Reason (R). 



Assertion (A) : The purpose underlying modern and ICT based support system in teaching is to optimise learning outcomes. 
Reasons (R) : An effective instructional support system has to be linked with enhancement of learning conditions. 
In the light of the above statements, choose the correct answer from the options given below
(1) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A) 
(2) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A) 
(3) (A) is true but (R) is false
(4) (A) is false but (R) is true

[Question ID = 2016][Question Description = Q10_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8061]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8062]

6)  

7)  

2. 2 [Option ID = 8062]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8063]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8064]

Which type of research encourages participant's perspective?
(1) Ethnographic method   (2) Historical research
(3) Exegetic research   (4) Experimental research

[Question ID = 2017][Question Description = Q11_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8065]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8066]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8067]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8068]

Hypothesis testing which results into either affirmation or disaffirmation is the explicit concern in which methods of
research?
(A) Descriptive method
(B) Experimental method
(C) Ex Post Facto method
(D) Historical method
(E) Exegetical method
Choose the correct answer from the options given below : 
(1) (A) and (B)
(2) (B) and (C)
(3) (C) and (D)
(4) (D) and (E)



8)  

9)  

[Question ID = 2018][Question Description = Q12_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8069]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8070]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8071]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8072]

Match List I with List II. List I gives steps of research while List II provides techniques used.
List I     List II Steps of research     Techniques used
(A) Problem formulation    (I) Tabular and graphical representation of data
(B) Hypothesis making    (II) Drawing a subset from a larger set
(C) Selecting a sampling procedure    (III) Raising pivotal question in a field of enquiry
(D) Data Analysis    (IV) Setting up relationship among variables of research
Choose the correct answer from the option given below :
(1) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(IV), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(I)
(2) (A)‐(I), (B)‐(II), (C)‐(III), (D)‐(IV)
(3) (A)‐(II), (B)‐(III), (C)‐(I), (D)‐(IV)
(4) (A)‐(III), (B)‐(I), (C)‐(II), (D)‐(IV) 

[Question ID = 2019][Question Description = Q13_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8073]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8074]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8075]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8076]

Given below are two statements
Statement (I) : There is no difference between format and styles of writing and referencing in a thesis and a research
article. 
Statement (II) : Research ethics and its observance is mandatory for all researches. 
In the light of the above statements, choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(1) Both Statement (I) and Statement (II) are true
(2) Both Statement (I) and Statement (II) are false
(3) Statement (I) is true but Statement (II) is false
(4) Statement (I) is false but Statement (II) is true



10)  

11)  

[Question ID = 2020][Question Description = Q14_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8077]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8078]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8079]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8080]

Given below are two statements : One is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other is labelled as Reason (R). 
Assertion (A) : A research hypothesis (H1), has to be tested with the help of a Null hypothesis called (H0). 
Reasons (R) : Tenability of research hypothesis (H1) cannot be directly affirmed. 
In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below
(1) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A) 
(2) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A) 
(3) (A) is correct but (R) is not correct
(4) (A) is not correct but (R) is correct

[Question ID = 2021][Question Description = Q15_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8081]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8082]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8083]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8084]

Every year Press Council of India celebrates the National Press‐Day on :
(1) January 30    (2) May 30
(3) October 15    (4) November 15
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[Question ID = 2022][Question Description = Q16_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8085]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8086]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8087]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8088]

Which Newspaper logo bears ‘‘Let Truth prevail’’? 
(1) The Statesman   (2) Times of India
(3) The Tribune   (4) The Hindu

[Question ID = 2023][Question Description = Q17_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8089]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8090]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8091]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8092]

Given below are two statements : One is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other is labelled as Reason (R). 
Assertion (A) : The more performative broadcast is also more cohesive and popular, but owing to new media its effect is
decreasing. 
Reasons (R) : Internet is tending to eclipse broadcast media. 
In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below
(1) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A) 
(2) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A) 
(3) (A) is correct but (R) is not correct
(4) (A) is not correct but (R) is correct

[Question ID = 2024][Question Description = Q18_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8093]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8094]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8095]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8096]

For emerging field of mass communication researcher Paul Lazarsfeld proved to be seminal thinker and researcher in
what way? 
(A) For exploring the potential of Social Science methods. 
(B) For providing training with a high level of entrepreneurial skill. 
(C) For raising the standard of American Education System. 
(D) For making assumptions that media have limited direct effect. 
Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below : 
(1) (A) and (B) only
(2) (B) and (C) only
(3) (C) and (D) only
(4) (A) and (D) only
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[Question ID = 2025][Question Description = Q19_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8097]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8098]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8099]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8100]

From the list given below, identify the Psychological barriers to communication
(A) Noise
(B) Invisibility
(C) Prejudice
(D) Disinterest
(E) Inattention
Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below :
(1) (A), (B) and (C) only
(2) (B), (C) and (D) only
(3) (C), (D) and (E) only
(4) (A), (C) and (D) only

[Question ID = 2026][Question Description = Q20_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8101]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8102]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8103]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8104]
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The average monthly expenditure of a family was Rs. 4,000/‐ for the first 3 months; Rs. 4,500/‐ for the next 4 months
and Rs. 5,000/‐ for the last 5 months of a year. If the total saving during the year was Rs. 5,000, find the average monthly
income of the family
(1) Rs. 3,000/‐    (2) Rs. 4,000/‐
(3) Rs. 5,000/‐    (4) Rs. 6,000/‐

[Question ID = 2027][Question Description = Q21_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8105]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8106]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8107]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8108]

Find the average of all prime numbers between 70 to 90
(1) 76.5     (2) 98.25
(3) 55.75     (4) 56.75

[Question ID = 2028][Question Description = Q22_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8109]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8110]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8111]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8112]

By selling 33 litres of milk, one gains the selling price of 11 litres. Find the gain in percentage : 
(1) 25%        (2) 50%
(3) 70%        (4) 80%

[Question ID = 2029][Question Description = Q23_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8113]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8114]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8115]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8116]

If the cost price is 95% of the selling price, then what is the profit in percentage? 
(1) 4.26%      (2) 5.26%
(3) 5%      (4) 7.2%

[Question ID = 2030][Question Description = Q24_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8117]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8118]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8119]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8120]

If someone sells an item at a cost of Rs. 1,200/‐ with a loss of 25%, at what cost she/he should have sold it to get a
profit of 30%?
(1) Rs. 1,600/‐    (2) Rs. 2,000/‐
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(3) Rs. 2,080/‐    (4) Rs. 1,560/‐

[Question ID = 2031][Question Description = Q25_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8121]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8122]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8123]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8124]

Which one of the following sources of knowledge (pramāna) in classical Indian Philosophy is based on similarity of the
unobserved object with a known object? 
(1) Arthāpatti    (2) Anumāna
(3) Upamāna    (4) Unuplabdhi

[Question ID = 2032][Question Description = Q26_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8125]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8126]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8127]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8128]

What is the correct sequence of steps in case of inference according to Indian Logic? 
(A) Statement of similarity/applicability of the example to case in consideration (upanaya) 
(B) Statement of Reason (hetu) 
(C) Affirmation of the thesis as proved (nigmana) 
(D) Statement of thesis (Pratijñā) 
(E) Giving an example of the underlying rule (udāharana) 
Choose the correct answer from the options given below : 
(1) (D), (E), (A), (C), (B) 
(2) (D), (C), (B), (A), (E) 
(3) (D), (B), (E), (A), (C) 
(4) (D), (E), (A), (B), (C) 

[Question ID = 2033][Question Description = Q27_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
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1. 1 [Option ID = 8129]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8130]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8131]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8132]

[Question ID = 2034][Question Description = Q28_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8133]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8134]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8135]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8136]

Given below are two statements
Statement (I) : According to classical Indian Logic the psychological sequence also corresponds to the logical sequence.
Statement (II) : The logical structure represents not how we ought to infer, but how, as a matter of fact, we do infer.
In the light of the above statements, choose the correct answer from the options given below:
(1) Both Statement (I) and Statement (II) are true
(2) Both Statement (I) and Statement (II) are false
(3) Statement (I) is true but Statement (II) is false
(4) Statement (I) is false but Statement (II) is true
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[Question ID = 2035][Question Description = Q29_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1

[Option ID = 8137]
2. 2

[Option ID = 8138]
3. 3

[Option ID = 8139]
4. 4

[Option ID = 8140]

Match List I with List II
List I        List II
Steps of Argument Propositions
(A) Affirmation of the thesis as proven    (I) Wherever there is smoke, there is fire as in the kitchen
(B) Statement of reason    (II) There is fire on the hill
(C) Giving an example of underlying rule    (III) Therefore there is fire on the hill
(D) Statement of thesis to be established    (IV) Becuase there is smoke

[Question ID = 2036][Question Description = Q30_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8141]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8142]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8143]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8144]

An IT Company has recently produced a new laptop model that uses less power, is smaller in size and weighs less than
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previous laptop models.
The technology that has been used to accomplish this, is : 
(1) Faster RAM    (2) Blu‐Ray Drive
(3) Solid State Hard Drive  (4) LCD Technology

[Question ID = 2037][Question Description = Q31_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8145]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8146]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8147]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8148]

Given below are two statements : One is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other is labelled as Reason (R). 
Assertion (A) : Every general‐purpose computer must have an Operating System (OS) installed on it. 
Reasons (R) : Man and Computer cannot communicate directly. 
In the light of the above statements, choose the correct answer from the options given below
(1) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A) 
(2) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A) 
(3) (A) is true but (R) is false
(4) (A) is false but (R) is true

[Question ID = 2038][Question Description = Q32_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8149]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8150]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8151]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8152]

Identify the correct order of the following storage capacities ranked from largest to smallest capacity
(A) 1500 M Bytes
(B) 5 K Bytes
(C) 1 G Bytes
(D) 2 T Bytes
Choose the correct answer from the option given below : 
(1) (D), (A), (C), (B) 
(2) (A), (D), (C), (B) 
(3) (A), (B), (C), (D) 
(4) (D), (C), (A), (B) 
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[Question ID = 2039][Question Description = Q33_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8153]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8154]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8155]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8156]

Given below are two statements regarding a smartphone that has both Bluetooth and Wi‐Fi technology : 
Statement (I) : Wi‐Fi has a shorter range than Bluetooth. 
Statement (II) : Wi‐Fi can transmit data at a faster rate than Bluetooth. 
In the light of the above statements, choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(1) Both Statement (I) and Statement (II) are true
(2) Both Statement (I) and Statement (II) are false
(3) Statement (I) is true but Statement (II) is false
(4) Statement (I) is false but Statement (II) is true

[Question ID = 2040][Question Description = Q34_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8157]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8158]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8159]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8160]

Match List I with List II :
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[Question ID = 2041][Question Description = Q35_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1

[Option ID = 8161]
2. 2

[Option ID = 8162]
3. 3

[Option ID = 8163]
4. 4

[Option ID = 8164]

Which of the following is an ozone depleting substance? 
(1) Sulphur dioxide    (2) Methyl chloride
(3) Carbon dioxide    (4) Methane

[Question ID = 2042][Question Description = Q36_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8165]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8166]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8167]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8168]

Which of the following sources of energy is not a form of solar power? 
(1) Tidal Power    (2) Wind Power
(3) Coal    (4) Hydro Power

[Question ID = 2043][Question Description = Q37_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8169]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8170]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8171]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8172]
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Which of the following natural hazards is characterized by progressive occurrence and multicausality? 
(1) Earthquake    (2) Volcanic eruption
(3) Epidemic    (4) Storm

[Question ID = 2044][Question Description = Q38_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8173]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8174]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8175]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8176]

The abbreviation NMSHE, in the context of Climate Action Plan of Govt. of India, stands for
(1) National Mission on Solar‐Hydro Energy
(2) National Mission on Sustaining Himalayan Ecosystem
(3) National Mission on Sustainable Hydrogen Energy
(4) National Mission on Survey of Himalayan Ecosystem

[Question ID = 2045][Question Description = Q39_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8177]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8178]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8179]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8180]

Which of the following pollutants have adverse implications for human health as well as climate change? 
(A) Nitrogen dioxide
(B) Particulate matter (PM2.5) 
(C) Ozone
(D) Methane
(E) Nitrous oxide
Choose the correct answer from the options given below : 
(1) (B), (C) and (D) only
(2) (A), (B) and (C) only
(3) (B) and (D) only
(4) (B) and (C) only

[Question ID = 2046][Question Description = Q40_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8181]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8182]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8183]
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4. 4 [Option ID = 8184]

In context of Higher Education, Hon’ble Supreme Court directed which of the following national body/organisation to
frame and prescribe a course in Environment Education?
(1) UGC  ;   ; (2) NCTE
(3) NCERT  ;   ; (4) AICTE

[Question ID = 2047][Question Description = Q41_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8185]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8186]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8187]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8188]

Match List I with List II. List I names various organizations while List II gives their location : 
List I  ;   ;   ;   ; List II
(A) NAAC  ;   ; (I) Delhi
(B) NIEDA  ;   ; (II) Bengaluru
(C) NDRI  ;   ; (III) Lucknow
(D) CDRI  ;   ; (IV) Karnal

[Question ID = 2048][Question Description = Q42_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8189]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8190]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8191]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8192]

NEP‐2020 proposes to establish NETF. What are the stipulated functions of this body? 
(A) Articulate new directions for research and innovation in technology. 
(B) Provide a platform for free exchange of ideas on use of technology to understand learning. 
(C) Engage multilingual experts to help promotion of all Indian Languages. 
(D) Advancing international research efforts to address global challenges in healthcare agriculture and climate change using
AI (Artificial Intelligence). 
(E) Build intellectual and institutional capacities in Educational technology. 
Choose the correct answer from the options given below : 
(1) (A), (D), (E) only
(2) (A), (B), (E) only
(3) (B), (D), (E) only
(4) (A), (C), (D) only
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[Question ID = 2049][Question Description = Q43_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8193]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8194]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8195]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8196]

Which of the following are e‐learning platforms? 
(A) SWAYAM
(B) PARAKH
(C) SWAYAMPRABHA
(D) DIKSHA
(E) MOOC
Choose the correct answer from the options given below : 
(1) (A), (B), (E) only
(2) (A), (C), (D) only
(3) (B), (C), (D) only
(4) (C), (D), (E) only

[Question ID = 2050][Question Description = Q44_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8197]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8198]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8199]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8200]

Which among the following goals adopted by the UN member States in 2015 is related to SDG‐4? 
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(1) Good health and well being    (2) Quality education
(3) Poverty alleviation    (4) Industry innovation and infrastructure

[Question ID = 2051][Question Description = Q45_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8201]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8202]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8203]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8204]

Topic:‐ General Paper_Set1_C

The major crisis faced by the world since World War II is in which area?
(1) Industrial    (2) Technological
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(3) Communication    (4) Health

[Question ID = 2052][Question Description = Q46_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8205]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8206]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8207]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8208]

The pandemic has left which of the following area unaffected? 
(1) Social    (2) Economic
(3) Travel and tourism    (4) Telecommunication
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[Question ID = 2053][Question Description = Q47_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8209]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8210]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8211]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8212]

Which continent is least affected by COVID‐19? 
(1) Asia    (2) North America
(3) Australia    (4) Antarctica

[Question ID = 2054][Question Description = Q48_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8213]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8214]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8215]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8216]
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Which of the following organization has given technical lead in the UN's socio‐economic recovery plan? 
(1) UNDP    (2) UNICEF
(3) UN‐GHRP    (4) UNSC

[Question ID = 2055][Question Description = Q49_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8217]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8218]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8219]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8220]



In the wake of COVID‐19 which of the following organisations/establishments will have least chances of closure? 
(1) Tourism industry    (2) Health care centres
(3) Industrial establishments    (4) Educational institutions

[Question ID = 2056][Question Description = Q50_GP_20NOV_S1_SHAAN]
1. 1 [Option ID = 8221]
2. 2 [Option ID = 8222]
3. 3 [Option ID = 8223]
4. 4 [Option ID = 8224]


